Klara Cosmetics:



Kiss Proof Lips: Klara Cosmetics cult product. No matter how much you play around, this lipstick
will leave no evidence. Consisting of 100% pigmentation, Kiss Proof gives you up to 24 hour long
lasting matte lips, with no colour bleeding and high voltage shades that make lips pop in 60
seconds.



DIAMOND KISS PROOF LIPS: Cutting edge innovation brings you a new dimension of Kiss Proof
Lips. Diamond Kiss Proof Lips is the ultimate metallic lipstick. The unique diamond reflecting
formula delivers sparkle with a metallic matte finish. 100% colour pigmentation. Sets in only 60
seconds. 24 hour long lasting, dazzling lips are now yours.



LIPGLOSS: Make your pout stand out with this super-shiny formula. A range of highlypigmented, glossy shades to drench your lips in moisture and make them look sensuously
plump.



LIPGLASS: Diamonds are lips’ best friends. Lip Glass leaves your smile luminous, smooth with a
dazzling shine. Perfect for any occasion or simply add extra shimmer to any lipstick colour.

-

Face:



8-IN-1 CC CREAM FOUNDATION: What’s not to love with our Colour Control Cream. Suited for
all skin types, it has eight benefits for your skin: corrects your complexion, gives a flawless matte
finish, moisturises, allows skin to breathe, enhances natural skin tone, minimises pores, protects
from UV rays and contains a primer for long lasting wear.

-

Eyes & Brows:



EYESHADOW: Plunge into the ultimate colour experience. Made of 100% pigmentation, Klara
Cosmetics eyeshadows won’t crease, smudge or fade away, staying true to colour for up to 16
hours. Smooth and ultra-blendable,they are available in matte, shimmer and diamond shades.



MAGIC MASCARA: Bring out the boldness, flutter those lashes. Magic Mascara will do the rest.
Enriched with natural velvet fibres, this product instantly thickens, extends and adds volume to
your lashes. For super-sexy and dramatic eyes in next to no time with a finish that lasts all day
without creasing or smearing.



LIQUID EYELINER: The results you need in just one stroke. This automatic felt-tip liner gives you
the ultimate precise line in a high pigment, ink-like black shade that stays perfectly put
throughout the day.



MAGIC SEALER: It’s a miracle! This phenomenal liquid transforms cake eyeliner and any powder
eyeshadow into a waterproof eyeliner with increased brilliance, colour saturation and staying
power.



GEL GLIDE ON EYELINER: Experience intense and instant colour with the revolutionary Gel Glide
On. Encased in a retractable pen with an additional smudging sponge on the end, you’ll find an a
hidden sharpener in the barrel of the sponge to get your gel line in a perfect point. Waterproof,
long lasting and gliding on with extreme ease, this intensely pigmented eyeliner will make your
eyes shimmer and pop.



LINE & DEFINE - LIQUID EYELINER & BROW CRAYON: Value and convenience join to bring you
the ultimate eye and brow combination. Felt tip precision liquid eyeliner for masterful strokes
on one end coupled with an angled brow crayon. Invisible Blonde, brown and taupe.



EYEBROW CAKE: Get the perfect eyebrow colour and style with this convenient compact. A
smudge-proof formula, made with super fine powder particles to easily shape, fill in and style
your eyebrows.



CAKE EYELINER: Mix, trace, flick. This extreme black pressed-powder eyeliner – mixed with
Magic Sealer - creates an intense-colour waterproof formula. Let’s you go from subtle day looks
to bold cat-eye makeup without fading all day.



WATERPROOF BROW KIT: Get expert results with this professional three-piece Waterproof
Brow Kit. Fill, define and correct the shape of your brows with this superior 24 hour hold
waterproof gel formula.



WATERPROOF GEL EYELINER: Transform your eyes on the shape of your dreams. This innovative
eyeliner offers the precision of a liquid eyeliner with the ease of a gel based formula that is
waterproof and dries upon application.

The portfolio also includes: Double-ended luxe-edition professional brushes, matte liquid lipsticks, kissproof minis, eyeshadow and highlighter palettes, new glow kits (3 cream highlighters and one powder
highlighter), new contour + blush palettes and a lot more!

